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Your sciatic nerve, with roots
jumping out of the pickup box
from your third lumbar vertebra
onto one foot—you name it! The
to the second sacral segment,
pain can be powerful. Sometimes
innervates most of your legs and
you can’t even find a comfortable
all of your feet. It is roughly the
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At this point, the ilium is
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typically pulled into a flexed posiThe pelvis is truly an amazing
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affected leg!
At this point, most people
reach out to the local emergency
room. The typical recommendation is muscle-relaxing drugs
and physical therapy. The drugs
usually reduce the swelling.
The therapy typically returns
the patient to a less painful
state—say, North Dakota (just
kidding!)—as long as they remain
calm and don’t stress anything.
Your local chiropractor is
well trained to adjust the vertebra
in your low back and return them
to their correct position. Our
typical care plans usually allow
your body to heal itself, often
leading to a complete resolution
of the problem without drugs
or surgery.
Schedule an appointment
with your local Chiropractic
Physician today. We are allies
with you in the future of your
health and your health-care. I
Be Well! —Dr. B
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